Abstract. Partial differential equation(PDE) plays an important role in the field of image segmentation in biological detection. According to the analysis of some problems existing in the process of current biological detection image segmentation, this research set up a kind of image analysis and processing of biological detection algorithm based on PDE.Through the analysis of PDE in image processing and application situation of development methods, this study constructed a biological detection image segmentation application model based on PDE. The results show that the PDE is a mathematical operation as the foundation, and with an open framework for development mode. PDE is a biological detection very effective image segmentation analysis tool that can solve the image topology in biology of high complexity and noise problems.
Introduction
Image segmentation refers to the known image of the original split into several sub region has some special properties, and will be of interest to target separation process. Image segmentation in the practical application of the process is a necessary image processing technology, and has been widely concerned by the field of biology and medical science field, played a very important role in image processing and analysis process. Image segmentation is not only affect the feature extraction, the premise condition is also the expression of target expression, feature extraction based on image segmentation and target, can be the initial image abstraction and compact, contribute to the realization of the image of a higher level of understanding and analysis of desire. At present, the relevant image segmentation analysis technology research, has acquired a wealth of theoretical analysis results and research methods, concrete can be divided into the following four categories: region based segmentation segmentation method, use threshold based analysis method, in particular theoretical tool based segmentation and edge based analysis method segmentation analysis method. And the image analysis method by PDEs is a main branch of system analysis of image segmentation field, it has very important value in the entire image analysis and processing process.
Because of the topological complexity, noise, high inter individual difference and contrast characteristics, unified description of biological image is not easy.At the same time, the target object with deformable features, plus the accompanying non rigid motion, resulting in many other fields in the area of success are not can be directly applied to the segmentation of image analysis in biological detection.PDE on mathematics deep foundation and processing frame flexible frame, effective integration of some essential theoretical, can satisfy the need for different application scenarios and different imaging mode, has gradually become one of the most popular tools for image in the field of biological detection.PDE in the contour model, nonlinear diffusion model and other methods, and biological testing of image segmentation are widely applied in the analysis of.In order to achieve better biological detection image visualization and maneuverability, select repeat degree is high, precision, high efficiency and accurate positioning method of PDE, to biological images for quantitative detection.
Mathematical connotation of PDE
If a certain differential equations appear only contains unknown function has an argument, then it International Conference on Automation, Mechanical Control and Computational Engineering (AMCCE 2015) can be called the differential equations of ordinary differential equations, but also means that the differential equations of general conditions.If a differential equation exists in multiple partial derivative, or say if the unknown functions with multiple variables and equations of correlation exists, there will be derivative and unknown functions of several variables corresponding to each other, then it can be called the differential equation of PDE.
At present, the construction of many fields in the equation not only contains the partial derivative process on time, but also contains the process of seeking the partial derivatives of the spatial variables, this equation can also be referred to as PDE or a combination of PDE.Compared to the classical PDE include the activities of the partial differential equation (hyperbolic partial differential equation),Poisson's partial differential equation (elliptic partial differential equations), the heat conduction type partial differential equation (parabolic partial differential equations), in particular to:
∂ PDE only in the appropriate initial and boundary conditions known conditions can be solved, is also specified conditions should be reasonable, which can be converted into a fixed solution problem.If the type of heat conduction PDE requirements (PDE of parabolic type) definite solution, the specific method for:
is for PDE with boundary conditions.If in a specific region, the solution of a partial differential equation with existence and uniqueness, stability, and can be called posed, on the contrary, it is ill posed problem. Process for solving the PDE of the boundary condition in the following three categories:
The first category: ( ) ( )
∈ ∂Ω ≥ ,is the Dirichlet boundary condition.
The second category:
,η is the vector of ∂Ω ,and this boundary can be called the Neumann boundary condition.
The third category:
,is the Robin boundary conditions.
Analysis of Biological detection image segmentation using PDE
In the course of the study image segmentation analysis application, some foreign researchers have found that the active contour model, and points out that this model can realize the analysis of biological image segmentation for solving PDE under the condition of.The core of the guiding ideology of the active contour model is in a surface or a curve defined on a deformation of the energy function, the main composition of the deformation energy function is external energy ( out E ) and internal energy( in E ).The external energy( out E ) refer to the power in the active surface, is based on the characteristics of biological image self extraction as the basis, the formation of external force field on a to deformation energy constraints in the regional characteristics of biological image.The internal energy( in E ) refer to the main control points on the curvature degree and continuity of each point, it is mainly used to describe the deformation state of a surface with a curve is elastic or distorted.Therefore, the change status of the active contour model under different stress effects many other control, these forces will generate part of the energy, at the same time, the energy can be used to represent the active contour model relative independence of energy.
Active contour model is applied to the analysis of biological process in the field of image segmentation, is the reference position and shape and the location of contours in the active contour model control of many energy expansion evolution activity, and eventually find out the dynamic process of minimizing the energy position.Therefore, looking for the energy minimization problem is not static, but a dynamic problem.At the same time evolution of active contour model also may be affected by the law of elasticity and restriction of Lagrange law of dynamics, and in numerous force joint utility under the condition that the energy surface is a continuous evolution, until all of the effectiveness are in balance state stopped.The balance force of the state can be thought of as the minimization of energy function of the state, therefore, the segmentation problem analysis of biological images can be converted to find a solution of the optimal energy function of active contour model.
In the solving process of active contour model, also contains the achievements of research on computer vision theory deeply the。In recent years, the theory circle and the practice circle based on active contour model, explore a lot better segmentation effect analysis, the wider adaptation model.For example, in domestic academic scholars have in regional perspective improved level set image segmentation method and innovation improved geodesic active contour model and so on, these methods for some complicated graphics features of feasibility analysis to find the segmentation, and then promote the domestic image segmentation analysis enhance adaptive capacity, reduce the evolution the time limit for PDE, in the perspective of biological image segmentation, provides the theoretical basis for the analysis research.
Application model of analysis of Biological detection image segmentation using PDE
PDE in the basic concept of biological detection image segmentation application model construction analysis is, reference features of biological images needs, construct a partial differential equation model about biological image energy, the partial differential model solution is also the demand of biological detection of image edge features.PDE is an essential method, analysis of the current biological image segmentation, active contour model is the main model of partial differential equations in biological detection image segmentation analysis application.
Active contour model is mainly refers to that defined in biological image region in the curve, at the same time, the outer edge of the curve is jointly dominated in the internal and external force gradually trend of biological images, and toward the biological image edge motion driven by external force active contour, the internal force is persistent to maintain active contours and smooth, and in the total energy minimization model to converge to the biological image edge.The theory of active contour model of rapid development of activity model is mainly attributed to the parameters, and the relevant analysis of the parametric active contour model led also to the emergence of the geometric active contour model.In the biological field of image segmentation, compared with other image segmentation methods of analysis, image segmentation is a partial differential equation analysis method based on the advantages of extraction process of constraint conditions of biological images are mainly concentrated in the same image characteristics, after the initial change, can converge in the energy minimum state, also has adaptability and strong robustness.Because the curve presents the way differences, active contour model which also can have two kinds, namely geometric active model and parameters for activity model.
Parametric active biological detection image segmentation model. Parametric active biological model detection image segmentation is also the parameter active contour model for image segmentation of biological detection, mainly by the 2D curve a variability of the composition, the two-dimensional curve of this variable in the process of finding the edge of the continuous deformation occurred, finally converge to the given target position.Which can be expressed by a mathematical formula:
Suppose, there are ( ) u x contains biological image function boundary, and ( )
 refers to the plane curve parametric conditions. So the existence of the following energy function in biological image area: In the variational method, the functional extreme value problem can be transformed into the solution of the problem for PDE.The conversion of the above models according to different application conditions, can appear in the partial differential equations of different types, such as Peron P and Malik J equation formula (2) with Osher S and Rudin as shown in equation formula:
（2）
But in the actual application process, structure parameter active contour biological detection segmentation model has a topological curve change is not obvious in the segmentation process.Therefore, in the original analysis model, biological image object are needed to advance the definition of a curve around the initialize it, only in this way can be divided obviously results.
Geometric active biological detection image segmentation model. Geometric active model of biological detection image segmentation is the segmentation of geometric active contour model of biological detection image, this model mainly through changes in normal vector and curve rate and related parameters to limit curve, at the same time, it also can convert the plane curve closed for the same curve and the value of ( , ) z f x y = function, under normal circumstances, choose { } 0 z z = said the zero set, ( , ) f x y is used to represent the function horizontal condition.Biological detection image curve in the level set segmentation in the context, purpose is not to track the curve position after the segmentation, mainly is the update function, and eventually realize the function of implicit zero level set segmentation purpose.The general is a simple function of level set function, mainly in order to compute the image segmentation curve topology processing biological detection is convenient and can be better, as shown in figure 1: Figure 1：schematic diagram of segmentation level biological detection Pictured above, (a) is a biological curve is a closed curve in biology, after a period of time after the split into two closed (b).Thus it can be seen that the geometric active contour segmentation in biological monitoring image model results is quite obvious, that it can well solve the problem of biological monitoring image segmentation.
Conclusions
With the help of the partial differential equation to analyze biological detection image segmentation, can be biological image processing more standardized, stronger applicability.In this paper, the PDEs perspective, analysis of the segmentation of biological detection image analysis problems, through the mathematical analysis of the connotation of the PDE, discusses the PDE in the segmentation application in analysis of biological images, and construct a PDE in the segmentation for the analysis of biological detection image, enhance the stability of biological detection image segmentation and accuracy, it has certain practical value.
